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Emotional Sobriety: From
Relationship Trauma To Resilience
And Balance

Do you use substances or engage in compulsive activities to regulate your mood? Do you reach for
something sweet, a couple of drinks, or a pack of cigarettes after a difficult day because you can't
unwind without them? Do you race to the stores to spend away the day's frustrations or run around
in circles taking more time to get less done? IfÂ these self-defeating habitsÂ sound familiar,
Emotional Sobriety will shed light on why and how these coping mechanisms threaten your health
and impact resilience. When we manage the stresses of the day by turning to outside 'mood
managers' such as food, sex, work, shopping, gambling, drugs, and alcohol rather than healthier
forms of 'self-soothing,' it is because we lack emotional sobriety--the state of processing our
thoughts efficiently to bring our emotions into balance, says bestselling author and renowned
addictions psychologist Tian Dayton, Ph.D. In her latest book, Emotional Sobriety, Dr. Dayton
shares compelling, honest tales of her life experiences and case studies of those she has
counseled. Illustrating that emotional sobriety is a mind/body phenomenon, Dr. Dayton includes
ideas on how to attain emotional literacy--the skill of translating feelings into words so that we can
use our thought processes to understand and bring our emotions into balance--and how to calm the
limbic system so that we can actually experience what we're feeling. The limbic system processes
our emotions and governs our mood, appetite, and sleep cycles. Repeated painful experiences, in
childhood or adulthood, over which we have no ability or sense of control or escape can
oversensitize us to stress andderegulate our limbic system. Dr. Dayton shows you through concrete
examples how to bring your emotions and thoughts into balance and learn healthy ways of
'self-soothing' to relieve symptoms of depression, anxiety, rage, and the desire to self-medicate.
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I am a Ph.D. candidate of Marriage & Family Therapy and work as a Marriage and Family Therapist
Intern. I have run psychotherapy groups for several years already with addicts and their families,
and I've been trained in multiple therapy modalities (EFT, SFBT, Gestalt, CBT, MI). This is a book
that I wish I had written.Even though I posted this review nine months ago, I continue to recommend
this book to both my colleagues and friends. I still have not found any books as comprehensive and
balanced, as this book offers the latest research and integrates a spectrum of our field's freshest
relationship theories into one book. She helps us move closer toward a "Grand Unified Theory" of
therapy and integrates attachment theory, attachment injuries, updates in the codependency
literature, research on emotions, PTSD, ADHD, grief, depression, anxiety, and more, and she
makes it applicable to the lay person as well as to the therapist.This book can help clients
understand how therapists can help, while giving therapists an updated look at how research on
attachment theory can be integrated with the fields of substance abuse. For example, a lot of people
still treat substance abuse using old models, using cognitive-only approaches, outdated notions of
codependency, and overlooking the role of the brain, emotions, biology, trauma and the family
system. She validates the newer approaches of using more experiential, emotionally-focused and
systemic approaches with addicts and families and gives us clear language to explain why it
works.Dr. Dayton stops us before we "throw the baby out with the bathwater.
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